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could be connected.

By Taylor Crumpton

July 24, 2018

On the night of July 22, Nia Wilson and her sister

Lahtifa Wilson were stabbed after they disembarked a

Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) train at MacArthur

Station, according to local Fox affiliate KTVU. The

fatal incident resulted in the death of 18-year-old Nia,

a graduate of Oakland High in California, while

Lahtifa was rushed to a local hospital to receive

treatment for her critical injuries.

The man accused of carrying out the attack, 27-year-

old John Lee Cowell, was arrested on July 23 and

charged with first-degree murder, assault with a

deadly weapon, and theft, according to The New York

Times.

A witness described the incident to The San Francisco

Chronicle, saying he saw one of the sisters bleeding

from the neck and saw the suspect “poking” the other.

The witness said he heard no arguing or yelling before

the attack.
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Alicia Greyson, Nia’s mother, described her daughter

in an interview with KPIX, the local CBS affiliate,

saying, “She was a cheerleader. She played

basketball…She had her CPR training…She was so

smart and gifted.”

-1:56

https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2018/07/23/slaying-victim-died-helping-stranger-bart-train/
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According to the BART Police Department, the

suspect is in custody. The East Bay Times reported on

his history of arrests and restraining orders, and

included a statement from Carol Kincaid, his

neighbor, who described the accused assailant this

way: “I think he would absolutely kill somebody if he

had something against someone.”

Nia’s murder was felt throughout the community of

Oakland. Anti Police-Terror Project and Community

Ready Corps, Bay Area-based social justice

Nia Wilson
about 8 months ago
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organizations whose mission is to uplift

disenfranchised communities of color in the region,

hosted a vigil on July 23 at the MacArthur BART

station, where the attack occurred.

Thousands of people gathered there to honor Nia’s life

and marched together from the station toward Make

Westing, an uptown bar where the Proud Boys, a

white nationalist group, were rumored to have

planned an event that same evening.

At the vigil, several community members spoke to

Teen Vogue about the loss of Nia, the disclosure of

information by BART Police, and the scheduled white

nationalist activity in their community.

Kenzie Smith, a City Council candidate who received

national media attention after #BBQBecky called the

police on him at Oakland’s Lake Merritt park,

described the death of Nia as “a hard loss for us as a

community, especially as a young woman of color

being slain on a BART.”
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A BART spokesperson told KTVU that the suspect had

boarded the train at Concord, the same stop as the

Wilson sisters, and followed them when they

disembarked at the MacArthur stop.

“BART was trying to hide something and cover up

something, and we’re going to get to the bottom of

that as well,” Smith said, referring to the 12-hour

delay after the incident before the release of the

suspect’s image to the media. According to The

Mercury News, police did not release images of the

alleged attacker until the afternoon of July 23.

According to KGET, the suspect was arrested the night

of the vigil on a BART train after tips from community

members. ABC7, the local ABC affiliate, received video

of the suspect’s arrest by police officers and shared it

on its official Twitter.
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women all day basically. Terrified for our mothers, our

grandmothers, ourselves personally,” said Ashley

Yates, a pro-black writer and organizer based in

Oakland who spoke at the vigil and throughout the

march on July 23. “An attack like this that is so clearly

driven by racial hatred, right, but also just

unexpected, and out of nowhere.”

But police aren’t so sure. “Up to this point, we do not

have any information that suggests it is race-

motivated, but we can’t discount it at this time,” BART

Police chief Carlos Rojas said during a press

Darwin BondGraham
@DarwinBondGraha
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conference on July 23. “That is currently still under

investigation.”

Yates expressed the impact of Nia’s death on the

community.

“You can never measure when someone is lost to

violence, but then on top of that, you have the added

indifference from the state knowing that we’re even

more unsafe than anyone else out here,” she said.

Regarding the rumored white nationalist event in the

area, Yates said, it “just seems really coincidental to

me, that someone was murdered” while white

nationalists are apparently organizing in the area.

According to CNN, police have not yet connected the

suspect to any radical right-wing or white nationalist

groups, but Rojas said that police are investigating “all

angles” because of his “violent past.”

“[It’s] the very type of violence they seek to enact, the

very type of violence they seek to stir up in

communities, and they somehow, they were not only

not involved in this, but they never had any intention

of being involved in things like this?” Yates asked.
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Yates spoke about the release of the suspect’s images

by the BART Police Department: “We know that BART

is heavily surveilled, and it took 12 hours for us to get

pictures of this person who committed an act of

domestic terrorism.”

“Waiting 12 hours, when we know that BART is

heavily, heavily surveilled — we know that not only are

there cameras, but there are guards walking around,

there are guards in cars, walking around,” she said.

“There are people patrolling it 24/7, and somehow it

took 12 hours for us to not only get pictures of, and

images of this person who murdered someone.” Teen

Vogue has reached out to the BART PD for comment

on the time it took to release the photo.

SFBART
@SFBART

9:30 am update: We will be releasing still 
surveillance images at a media event within the 
next several hours.

SFBART @SFBART
BART Police detectives are meticulously 
investigating the stabbing death of a young woman 
and injuries to another. The suspect is at large. We 
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update the media and public today. We will posts 
updates here.
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Tur-ha of Community Ready Corps told Teen Vogue,

“It’s our responsibility to organize ourselves in

multiple ways in order to prevent [this] and protect

our children. A crisis like this should motivate us to do

types of organizing on multiple levels to make sure

this is not happening to our babies.”

For those who attended the vigil, images and pictures

of the event were shared on social media using the

hashtags #NiaWilson, #SayHerName, and

#JusticeForNiaWilson.

The vigil ended at the Oakland bar Make Westing,

where members of Nia’s family and community

leaders spoke to attendees about Nia’s life and next

steps for Oakland after the tragic act of violence.

Darwin BondGraham, a staff writer for The East Bay

Express, recorded various events that occurred at the

vigil on his personal Twitter, such as the aparent

intervention of local police officers after community

members allegedly “chased” several men identified as

Proud Boys.

Darwin reported the presence of Nicole Rhodes, an

Oakland police officer who in 2015 shot and killed

Demouria Hogg, an Oakland resident found

unconcious in his car. A community member named

Sasha told Teen Vogue that she heard a police officer

say the “n-word” to a member at the vigil. Teen Vogue

has reached out to the Oakland PD about this claim.
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